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WOMbat, the UK’s leading ethically-sourced adventure clothing retailer, has 
announced it’s giving hundreds of pounds worth of clothes away for free. 

The Cheshire-based company sells a wide range of tough outdoor clothing 
from hoodies to wellies and critically, cares how its clothes are made and the 
effect they have on the environment. In a bid to find other people who share 
the same ideals, WOMbat is asking like minded adventure lovers to make 
themselves known. 

The team at WOMbat know 
full well they would rather 
be climbing a mountain or 
paddling a river than filling 
in a form. So, in order to 
tempt adventurous types to 
give up a few minutes of 
their outdoor time and fill in 
their details on the website, 
they’re giving away £250 
worth of vouchers. 

Everyone who signs up at 
WOMbat’s website between 
now and May 31 will be 
entered into the prize draw 
and have the chance to get 
their hands on hundreds of 
pounds worth of adventure 
clothing, absolutely free. 



WOMbat’s Victoria Tingey said: “Our business is based on providing tough, 
well-made adventure clothing to people who love the outdoors and want to 
look good whether they’re hanging off a rock or jumping out of a plane. 

“To make sure no one in the supply chain has poor working conditions or is 
exploited, we only stock ethical clothing from trusted suppliers and 
manufacturers. We also make sure our clothing doesn’t hurt the 
environment, which is why over half our stock is either fair trade clothing or 
made from organic materials. 

“We’re hoping this giveaway will tempt like minded people to spend a few 
minutes visiting our website to find out what we’re all about.” 

The good news doesn’t stop there though. Every person who registers their 
details on WOMbat’s website will be added to a news list, giving them access 
to the very latest updates about what’s happening at WOMbat, as well as 
details on exclusive online offers and discounts. 

Ends 

About WOMbat: 
www.wombatclothing.com was established in 2004 as an online retailer 
specialising in adventure clothing with a focus on ethically sourced materials 
and Fairtrade goods. Since then the Cheshire-based business has grown and 
now boasts four shops across England and Wales, selling a wide range of 
clothing and accessories from hoodies to socks, including a significant 
number of Fairtrade items. 

For more information contact Victoria Tingey at WOMbat. 

T: 0845 602 3392 
Email: victoria@wombatclothing.com 

Contact Details: WOMbat Clothing 
PO Box 155 
Deeside 
CH5 2WP  
T: 0845 602 3392 
Email: victoria@wombatclothing.com 
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